Filler Service

Your fillers are critical to your production processes. Filler service from Rodem will ensure that they work properly.

- Factory-trained technicians provide inspections, preventative maintenance and break-fix repairs.
- **All maintenance and repairs can be performed on-site**, saving you from unnecessary downtime.
- Provides thorough analysis and adjustment to keep fillers working to design specifications.
- Maintenance and adjustment of fillers prevents illegal underfilling or wasteful overfilling.
- **Extend the service life of your fillers.**
- Enhanced efficiency keeps your **line running at peak performance.**
- Rodem is one of the few distributors to provide this service.
- **No waiting** for service calls.
- Technicians provide mass flow evaluation and production standardization through product loss prevention and fill optimization.

A problem with your filler is a problem for your entire production line. Rodem can quickly address any problems, and get your line running again.

**CASE STUDY:** A dairy client had Rodem perform preventative maintenance and repairs on five of their fillers. Through evaluations of current equipment conditions and operational observations we:

- Improved fill consistencies across three separate fillers.
- Improved overall operating speed on two fillers, and recommended further part replacements that would allow for further improved speeds.
- Reduced spillage occurring after valve disengagement on another filler via a variety of adjustments and alignments. This prevented product loss and allowed again for more consistent product fills.
- Provided guidance on filler enhancements to allow for greater variance in container designs to be used.

With this service, the plant realized less product loss, improved efficiencies and increased production.

Schedule preventative maintenance with Rodem before a costly system shutdown.
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